
Automatic Mail Openers

Postroom-online	Ltd
Leigh	House,
Portland	Road,
Rushden,
Northamptonshire
NN10	0DJ	
Tel.	0800	0432	758	or	01933	213575

A swift, convenient and secure solution to process incoming mail. 

Why purchase your letter openers from Postroom-online Ltd?  

Lowest Prices: Being the UK's and Ireland's largest retailer of paper folding machine
we have everything you need under one roof.

Range: A wide range of letter openers from two of the world leaders, Martin Yale and Galaxy.

Service/Technical Support: Our fully trained technicians along side our exible approach means we can get both lower cost back to base and premium onsite service
to your machine faster and at a lower cost than anyone else. 

.We supply 3 types of letter openers

Blade: Letter openers are entry level, slicing the top of the envelope completely off.

Chadless: Letter openers only cut one side of the envelope, meaning there is no separate waste to jam the machine nor make a mess. As the envelope remains
intact these letter openers can operate at higher speed than blade letter openers.

Milling: Letter openers are the premium type of letter opener. Milled paper waste is collected by a seperate waste bin and opened envelopes have soft edges
reducing the risk of paper cuts. Ideal for very high volumes.

The M1 Envelope Opener
GALAXY M1

Visit our website to see our complete range
or give us a call to discuss your options.

This is perfect for a small ofce, print rooms and home use. Ideal for opening
large quantities of envelopes and incoming mail. The cutting operation opens
on the long side by slitting on only one side, this eliminates waste trims. With
fast speeds up to 400 envelopes per minute with a width of slit 1.5mm upwards
and the thickness of envelope up to 6mm.The envelopes are horizontally fed,
so contents cannot be damaged and horizontal feeding stops contents to drop
down and therefore be cut.

The M1 Envelope Opener

Cut

Envelope Size
Thickness
Depth Change
Speed
Automatic
Feed type
Multiple sheets
Special features
Dimensions
Weight
Delivery
Warranty

C6, C5, C4, DL
6mm
No
up to 400 per min
Yes Auto Fed
Roller
No
Easy to use with catch tray
240(W) X  330(D) X 700(H) mm
9.9kg
Next Day
12 month manufacturers, extended available

Model:                         GALAXY M1 

Designed for: Home use / Small Office
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